Clovis Unified is excited to announce a **new device insurance program** for district owned devices checked out to families.

**Parents now have the option to purchase a $25 Insurance policy for laptop/computers and a $15 policy for Hotspots**

CUSD Insurance would be a one-time fee per device and good for the school year to cover potential incidents like cracked screens, missing keyboard keys, damaged plastics, liquid spills, lost or damaged power cords and theft. The insurance fee covers one incident per device. After each incident insurance will need to be repurchased. Funds raised from this program will be used to repair or replace damaged or stolen devices.

Without insurance, repair/replacement charges:

- Computer damage repair $75
- Lost or Stolen Computer $250
- Lost or Stolen Hotspot $80

Our goal is to ease parent concerns over damage to devices while in their child’s care and continue to support a sustainable take-home program for our schools.

**Newly issued devices may be enrolled up to 72 hours after receipt.**

Questions about the policy or fees, contact your school site

Please click the link below to purchase this voluntary coverage, and select your area/site.

[clovisusd.revtrak.net](http://clovisusd.revtrak.net)